Abstract: This paper describes a weakly supervised system for sentiment analysis in the movie review domain. The objective is to classify a movie review into a polarity class, positive or negative, based on those sentences bearing opinion on the movie alone. The irrelevant text, not directly related to the reviewer opinion on the movie, is left out of analysis. Wikipedia incorporates the world knowledge of movie-specific features in the system which is used to obtain an extractive summary of the review, consisting of the reviewer's opinions about the specific aspects of the movie. This filters out the concepts which are irrelevant or objective with respect to the given movie. The proposed system, WikiSent, does not require any labeled data for training. The only weak supervision arises out of the usage of resources like WordNet, Part-of-Speech Tagger and Sentiment Lexicons by virtue of their construction. WikiSent achieves a considerable accuracy improvement over the baseline and has a better or comparable accuracy to the existing semisupervised and unsupervised systems in the domain, on the same dataset. We also perform a general movie review trend analysis using WikiSent to find the trend in movie-making and the public acceptance in terms of movie genre, year of release and polarity.
Introduction
In the movie domain, like many other product domains, there has been a flurry of review sites giving critics view about the performance of the actor, director, story as well as the public acceptance of the movie. This is of importance not only to the people directly related to the movie-making but also to the audience, whose viewing decisions are quite influenced by these reviews.
Sentiment analysis of movie reviews aims to automatically infer the opinion of the movie reviewer and often generates a rating on a pre-defined scale. Automated analysis of movie reviews is quite a challenge in text classification due to the various nuances associated with the critic reviews. The author may talk about a lot of topics which are not directly related to the movie in focus. Tightly intermixed with various objective statements are his subjective opinions about the movie, which are quite difficult to extract. Here, an objective statement is defined as not just a factual statement, but as objective from the point of view of analyzing the opinion about a particular movie.
This work is different from traditional automatic text summarization or abstractive summarization. This is because the objective is not to obtain a shorter text but to retrieve relevant opinionated text. This focused extraction requires external world knowledge about the various technical aspects of the movie (like movie plot, film crew, characters, domain specific features etc.). Wikipedia feeds the system with this technical knowledge which is used to create an extract of the review. This extract is subsequently classified by a lexicon. Figure 1 shows the system architecture.
Figure 1. System Block Diagram
Consider the fragment of a review of the movie L.I.E taken from the IMDB movie review corpus [14] which has been tagged as a negative review:
" [1] Best remembered for his understated performance as Dr. Hannibal Lecter in Michael Mann's forensics thriller, Manhunter, Scottish character actor Brian Cox brings something special to every movie he works on. [2] Usually playing a bit role in some studio schlock (he dies halfway through The Long Kiss Goodnight), he's only occasionally given something meaty and substantial to do. [3] If you want to see some brilliant acting, check out his work as a dogged police inspector opposite Frances McDormand in Ken Loach's Hidden Agenda.
[4]Cox plays the role of Big John Harrigan in the disturbing new indie flick L.I.E., which Lot 47 picked up at Sundance when other distributors were scared to budge. [5] Big John feels the love that dares not speak its name, but he expresses it through seeking out adolescents and bringing them back to his pad. [6] What bothered some audience members was the presentation of Big John in an oddly empathetic light. [7] He's an even-tempered, funny, robust old man who actually listens to the kids' problems (as opposed to their parents and friends, both caught up in the high-wire act of their own confused lives.). [8] He'll have sex-for-pay with them only after an elaborate courtship, charming them with temptations from the grown-up world" …… [9] It's typical of unimaginative cinema to wrap things up with a bullet, sparing the writers from actually having to come up with a complex, philosophical note . [10] In this regard, l.i.e. (and countless other indie films) share something in common with blockbuster action films : problems are solved when the obstacle is removed . [11] How often does real life work this way? to extend the question : if a movie is striving for realism , do dramatic contrivances destroy the illusion ?" Example 1. Review of the Movie L.I.E The first paragraph of the review talks about the central character Brian Cox's notable performance in some earlier movie. The second paragraph gives a brief description of his character in an empathetic light which comprises of positive opinions about the character. The reviewer opinion about the movie comes only in the last paragraph, where he gives some negative opinions about the movie. The review consists of majority positive words, not all of which are significant to the reviewer opinion, outweighing the negative opinions about the movie. A bag-of-words classifier, thus, would wrongly classify this as positive.
In this work, we give an analysis of the various aspects of a movie review in Section 3. There we highlight the significant and non-significant concepts for sentiment analysis of movie reviews. Section 4 describes how the sectional information in Wikipedia helps in this task. It also gives the automated feature extraction process from Wikipedia. Section 5 gives the algorithm for the extraction of the opinion summary consisting of the relevant reviewer statements, which is classified by a sentiment lexicon in Section 6. Section 7 discusses different approaches for parameter learning for the model. The experimental evaluation is presented in Section 8 on a gold standard dataset of 2000 movie reviews as well as on an unlabeled pool of 27,000 documents to find the trend. Section 9 discusses the results followed by conclusions in Section 10.
The main contribution of this work is to show how Wikipedia info-box sectional information can be used to incorporate World Knowledge in a system, to obtain an extractive opinionated summary of a movie review. This, in turn, helps in sentiment analysis of the review due to the filtering out of objective concepts from subjective opinions. This work is mostly unsupervised, requiring no labeled training data. The weak supervision comes from the usage of resources like WordNet, POS-tagger and Sentiment Lexicons, due to their mode of construction. The system, however, does not require any labeled data for training.
Related Work
There are 2 prominent paradigms in automatic text summarization [3] : extractive and abstractive text summarization. While extractive text summarization attempts to identify prominent sections of a text by giving more emphasis on the content of the summary, abstractive text summarization gives more emphasis on the form so that the sentences are syntactically and semantically coherent. The topic-driven summarization paradigm is more common to IR where the summary content is based on the user query about a particular topic. [4] attempts to find the top-ranked significant sentences based on the frequency of the content words present in it. [5] gives importance to the position of a sentence i.e. where the sentence appears in the text and comes up with an optimum position policy and emphasis on the cue words. [6] uses tf-idf to retrieve signature words, NER to retrieve tokens, shallow discourse analysis for cohesion and also uses synonym and morphological variants of lexical terms using WordNet. [7] [8] , RTS [9] , lexical chain and cohesion [10] .
We use many of the above features for finding the extract of the summary. However, our objective differs in the fact that we intend to derive relevant subjective sentences significant for the movie, and not objective sentences. It is also topic-driven, depending on the movie plot, actors, film crew, fictional characters etc. [11] proposes to find subjective sentences using lexical resources where the authors hypothesize that subjective sentences will be more similar to opinion sentences than to factual sentences. As a measure of similarity between two sentences they used different measures including shared words, phrases and the WordNet. [12] focuses on extracting top sentiment keywords which is based on Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) measure [13] .
The pioneering work for subjectivity detection is done in [14] , where the authors use min-cut to leverage the coherency between the sentences. The fundamental assumption is that local proximity preserves the objectivity or subjectivity relation in the review. But the work is completely supervised requiring two levels of tagging. Firstly, there is tagging at the sentence level to train the classifier about the subjectivity or objectivity of individual sentences. Secondly, there is tagging at the document level to train another classifier to distinguish between positive and negative reviews. Hence, this requires a lot of manual effort. [15] integrates graph-cut with linguistic knowledge in the form of WordNet to exploit similarity in the set of documents to be classified. Now, if a system possesses world knowledge about the technical aspects of the movie, then it would be easier for it to detect objective or subjective sentences based on the key concepts or features of a movie. Wikipedia 1 can incorporate this world knowledge in the system. Wikipedia is recently used in a number of works mainly for concept expansion in IR for expanding the query signature [16] , [17] , [18] as well as for topic driven multi document summarization [19] .
There has been a few works in sentiment analysis using Wikipedia [20] , [21] . [20] focuses on concept expansion using Wikipedia where they expand the feature vector constructed from a movie review with related concepts from the Wikipedia. This increases accuracy as it helps in unknown concept classification due to expansion, but it does not address the concern of separating subjective from objective sentences.
These works do not take advantage of the Sectional arrangement of the Wikipedia articles into categories. Each Wikipedia movie article has sections like Plot, Cast, Production etc. which can be explicitly used to train a system about the different aspects of a movie. In this work, our objective is to develop a system that requires no labeled data for training and classifies the opinionated extractive summary of the movie; where the summary is created based on the extracted information from Wikipedia.
Facets of a Movie Review
Movie review analysis is a challenging domain in Sentiment Analysis due to sarcasm, thwarting and requirement of extensive world knowledge. The reviewer opinion about the movie may target the characters in the movie, the plot or his expectations from the crew involved. We categorize the reviewer statements in the following categories: We define Crew in a movie as the people who are involved in making of the movie like the Producer, Director, Actor, Story-Writer, Cinematographer, Musician etc. We are mainly interested in extracting opinions from Category 8 where all the other Categories may lend a supporting role to back his opinions or add noise. We give examples (taken from the movie reviews of the IMDB corpus [2] ) for each of the categories in Consider the Example from Category 5, which talks about the movie plot. The keyword dangerous, there, makes the segment negative. But it expresses only a concept about the movie and not the reviewer opinion. Similarly, Category 6 Example talks about a character in the movie which expresses a positive opinion but unrelated w.r.t the opinion analysis of the review. Category 7 Example has the keywords movie and audience directly related to the movie domain. Thus it is more probable that they are expressing some direct opinion about a certain aspect of the movie. Similarly, the name of the actors in Category 8 Example 2 makes it relevant, as they reflect opinions about the persons involved in the making of the movie. Hence, it is important to extract only those concepts which are significant from the point of view of opinion analysis of the movie and filter out the nonsignificant portion. A unigram based bag-of-words model would capture a lot of noise, if it considers all categories to be equally relevant.
Wikipedia Information Extraction for Movie Review Analysis
Wikipedia is the largest English knowledge repository consisting of more than 20 million articles collaboratively written by volunteers all around the world. It is open-access and regularly updated by about 100,000 active contributors daily. Each Wikipedia page is an article on some known concept or topic. Each article belongs to one of the many defined categories or subcategories. For Example, Category Film has 31 sub-categories like Film making, Works about Films, Film Culture etc. Furthermore, each article has a number of sections which can be edited separately. Any Wikipedia article on films may consist of sections like Plot, Cast, Production, Marketing, Release etc. which are common among most of the articles of that category. We utilize this feature to extract movie specific information from the Wikipedia.
A Wikipedia movie article consists of a small paragraph, in the beginning, giving information about the movie story, crew and achievements in short. We call this section the Metadata about the movie. There is a table on the extreme right of the article which provides information about the name of the Producer, Director, Actors, Cinematographer etc. We call this section the Crew Information. There is a section on the movie plot which summarizes the story of the movie and talks about its fictional aspects. We call this section the Plot of the movie. There is another section which gives information about the actors in the movie, the roles they perform and the characters they enact. We call this section the Character of the movie. We use all the above information extracted from the Wikipedia article about the particular movie to incorporate World Knowledge into the system.
We used the IMDB movie corpus [2] consisting of 2,000 tagged positive and negative movie reviews, each class consisting of 1,000 reviews. The tagged information is used only for evaluation. Furthermore, there is a collection of 27,000 raw html documents taken from the IMDB review site, from which the authors extracted and tagged the above 2000 documents, used for finding the general trend in the movie domain.
Wikipedia Article Retrieval
The 2,000 processed review documents had their titles removed. Thus the corresponding reviews had to be retrieved from the unprocessed html documents and their titles extracted. The title of the movie review was used to construct a http get request to retrieve the corresponding html page of the movie directly from Wikipedia. In case of multiple articles in different domains with same name, the film tag was used to retrieve the desired article. For multiple movies with the same name, the year (in which the movie was released) information available with the title was used to extract the correct Wikipedia article. Thus the Wikipedia article retrieval was in the order film name → film tag → film year.
Crew Information
All the crew information were extracted from the 
Metadata Extraction
The metadata was extracted from the html page just below the title of the article. The text was POS-tagged using a part of speech tagger 2 and all the Nouns were extracted. The Nouns were further stemmed 3 and added to the Metadata list. The words were stemmed so that acting and action have the same entry corresponding to act. Some movie articles in Wikipedia had the Plot section missing. The metadata was used in those cases to replace the Plot. In other cases, the Metadata information was simply appended to the Plot information.
According to the structure of the Wikipedia html page on movie articles, the metadata information on the movie appears just after the Crew table in the html page. This section spans the page from the end of the Crew info-section till the start of the next infobox, which is indicated by the Wiki tag editsection. The Wiki tag editsection allows users to edit an info-box. All the Wikipedia info-boxes are editable.
Plot Extraction
The movie plot was extracted from the Plot Section of the Wikipedia. The words were extracted similarly as in Metadata extraction. In both the Plot and Metadata, the concepts were restricted to be Nouns. For example, in the Harry Potter movie the nouns wizard, witch, magic, wand, death-eater, power etc. depict concepts in the movie.
The Wikipedia html id-attribute id="Plot" is taken as the beginning of the Plot info-box which spans the text till the next info-box, indicated by the Wiki tag editsection. If we consider all the Nouns, a lot of noise will be incorporated into the Plot list. This is because the commonly used Nouns like vision, flight, inform, way etc. are added as well. To prevent this, both in the Metadata and the Plot, a separate list was created comprising of the frequently found terms (it will be shortly discussed how this list was compiled) in a corpus. Subsequently, the frequently occurring words were filtered out, leaving only movie and genre-specific concepts in the Metadata and Plot list.
Character Extraction
The Cast section in the Wiki article has the name of the actors and the name of the characters they enact. These character names were extracted and added to the Character list. These depict the fictional roles played by the actors in the movie. The Wiki html id-attribute id="Cast" is taken as the beginning of the Cast info-box which spans the text till the next info-box, indicated by the Wiki tag editsection.
Frequent Word List Construction
The underlying hypothesis for this list creation is that movie reviews will have certain concepts and terms those are exclusive to this domain and will less frequently occur in other domains. Review data from the Printer and Mobile Phone domains 4 were used to create a list of frequently occurring terms in those domains. Since those domains are completely disjoint from the movie review domain, words which frequently occur in all of these domains must be commonly occurring words. Thus the commonly used words list consists of the frequently occurring terms in all these domains. The tf-idf measure was used and all those words above a threshold were added to the FreqWords list. For example, the word person (which is a Noun) occurred in all the domains with a very high frequency and thus added to the FreqWords list.
Domain Specific Feature List Construction
Wikipedia articles on films and aspects of films 5 were extracted. The sentences in those documents were POS-tagged. The Nouns were retrieved and frequently occurring words were removed. The remaining words were stemmed and added to the MovieFeature list. Table 3 shows a snapshot of the genre specific terms extracted from Wiki movie articles.
Movie, Staffing, casting, Writing, Theory, Writing, Rewriting, Screenplay, Format, Treatments, Scriptments, Synopsis, Logline, Pitching, Certification,scripts, Budget, Ideas, Funding, budgeting, Funding, Plans, Grants, Pitching, Tax, Contracts, law, Copyright, Preproduction, Budgeting, Scheduling, Pre-production, film , stock, Story, boarding, plot, Casting , Directors, Location, Scouting, ….. Table 3 . Extracted Movie Domain Specific Terms
Algorithm to Extract Opinion Summary
Section 4 describes the creation of the feature lists Metadata, Plot, Crew, Character, FreqWords and MovieFeature. Now, given a movie review the objective is to extract all the sentences that reflect the true opinion of the reviewer about the movie. This forms the OpinionSummary of the movie. A sentence-by-sentence analysis of the review is performed.
Any sentence not involving any word from any of the above lists is not considered relevant at all, thus pertaining to the Unrelated Category 9. Sentences involving concepts from the Plot, Metadata and Character Lists are considered least significant, as they talk about the movie story and not about the reviewer opinion. But they are not considered completely irrelevant as they may contain sentences that back the reviewer's opinion about the movie. This covers Category 5 and 6. Sentences containing terms from the MovieFeature list are likely to comment on some specific aspect of the movie and are thus considered more relevant (Category 7). Finally, any sentence containing the movie Title, or Crew information is considered most relevant, as the reviewer is likely to express his opinion about the movie. This covers Category 1-4 Given a movie review R with n sentences S i , our objective is to determine whether each sentence S i is to be accepted or rejected based on its relevance to the reviewer opinion. Let each sentence S i consist of n i words , ∈ 1 … . The Plot list does not contain any word from the FreqWords list or the MovieFeature list. Similarly, the MovieFeature list also does not contain any word from the FreqWords list. The relevance factor of the sentence S i is given by,
The relevance factor is actually a weighted combination of the various features in the lists. It counts the words appearing from different lists in a sentence and weighs them separately. The concepts belonging to the Plot are not so much relevant in judging the reviewer's opinion about the movie and may add noise. They play a dampening role, which is captured in the '-' sign before &. More weight is given to any word referring to the Crew or Movie Title than any word simply referring to a movie domain feature, which is captured in > ". Any sentence S i is accepted if 455 corresponding to S i is 1. 455 = 1 67 ≥ 9 0 : ∃ ∈ < =. >. ∈ ?* 3* @3A2 B 01/* 3* @3A2 C21 = 0 31ℎ * 2D … -./0123 2
Here 9 is a threshold parameter. Thus any sentence is accepted as being relevant, if its score is greater than some threshold value and there is atleast one word in the sentence that belongs to the Crew, MovieFeature or the MovieTitle lists. I =2*2+1-1=4 ≥ 0 and the sentence is accepted. [5] has only the keyword Big John from Character. Its J =0+0-1=-1≱ 0 and the sentence is rejected. [6] has the keyword audience from MovieFeature and Big John from Character. Its L =0+1-1=0 ≥ 0 and it is accepted. [7] has the keywords temper, friend from Plot and M =0+0-2=-2 ≱ 0 and is rejected. [8] has the keywords sex, charm from Plot and N =0+0-2=-2 ≱ 0 and is rejected. [9] has the keywords cinema, writers from MovieFeature and bullet from Plot. Thus O =0+1*2-1=1 ≥ 0 and is accepted as being relevant. [10] has the keywords l.i.e from MovieTitle, films (2) , action from MovieFeature. Thus GP =2*1+1*3-0=5 ≥ 0 and is accepted as being relevant. [11] has the keyword movie from MovieFeature. 
Classification of the Opinion Summary
The words in the extracted opinion summary can be directly used as features in a supervised classification system. But since we do not use any labeled data for training, a sentiment lexicon is used in the final phase to classify the opinion summary. A sentiment lexicon contains an opinion word along with its polarity. SentiWordNet [22] , Inquirer [23] and the Bing Liu [24] sentiment lexicons are used to find the polarity of a word. SentiWordnet is tagged at the synset level (word sense and polarity) whereas the Inquirer and Bing Liu sentiment lexicons contain the words and their most commonly considered polarity. While using the SentiWordNet, we use the first sense of a word as we do not perform word sense disambiguation. Let pol(w ij ) be the polarity of a word w ij , where i indexes a particular sentence and j indexes a particular word in the sentence. Let flip ij be a variable which indicates whether the polarity of w ij should be flipped or not. Negation handling is being done in the lexical classification, in which the polarity of all the words in a window of 5, from the occurrence of any of the negation operators not, neither, nor and no, are flipped. The final polarity of the review (pos or neg) is given by,
The polarity is given by the signed sum of the polarity bearing opinion words in the sentence weighted by the negation_bias. The range of the polarity function is [−S S], where S is the number of polarity-bearing words in the sentence. Any review has more explicit positive expressions of opinion than negative ones [1] , [25] , [26] , [27] . This is because negative sentiment is often implicit as in sarcasm and thwarting. Likewise sentiment lexicons have a high bias towards positive and objective words [1] . A negation bias is added, so that the occurrence of any negative word in the review is weighed more than a positive word. The SentiWordNet has a high coverage as well as a high bias towards positive and objective terms since it uses a semi-supervised learning method. Inquirer, being manually hand-tagged, has a low coverage but high accuracy similar to the Bing Liu sentiment lexicon, although the latter has a higher coverage than the Inquirer.
In order to determine the polarity of a word we experimented with all the 3 lexicons.
Parameter Setting
A simple but effective strategy used in information retrieval and automatic text summarization for feature weighting is to use weights that are simple integral multiples, preferably prime, to reduce the possibility of ties [35] . There are 5 parameters for the model we used: , ", &, 9 0 : V0123 _e20D. The first 3 parameters can be best trained if sentence level label (whether each sentence is relevant or not) information is available. However, in the absence of any label information, we adopt a simpler approach as mentioned above. We took the first set of integer values, satisfying all the constraints in Equation 1 , and assigned them to the first 3 parameters : j = k, l = m, n = m. The value of 9 should be set such that the number of significant keywords, from Crew, MovieFeature and MovieTitle lists, should be more than the number of keywords from less significant concepts like Plot and Character lists. This means should be greater than or equal to zero which, implies 9 = 0.
The authors in [1] weighted up the negative expressions by a fixed amount (50%) over positive expressions. In our experiment, value of the negation bias is determined as: This is done to give any positive or negative opinion word equal importance in the review. In the ideal case, since the corpus is balanced having equal number of positive and negative reviews, the ratio should have been close to 1, in absence of any negation bias. However, due to the bias problem explained before, the negation_bias comes out to be 1.4.
Semi-Supervised Learning of Parameters
This work does not evaluate this angle for parameter learning, since our objective has been to develop a system that requires no labeling information at the sentence level or the document level. However, if some sentence level information is available, a robust learning of parameters is possible. 
Evaluation
The experimental evaluation is performed on the IMBD movie review corpus [2] . It consisted of 2000 reviews collected from the IMDB movie review site and polarity labeled at the document level, 1000 from each of the two classes. This forms our gold standard data. Apart from this, there is an unlabeled corpus of 27,886 unprocessed html files from which the above 2000 reviews had been extracted and labeled by the annotators. The parameters are set as: j = k, l = m, n = m, € = •, ‚ƒ"…>6 †‚_ ‡6…= = m.ˆ.
Movie Review Analysis using WikiSent
This analysis is performed on the unprocessed pool of 27,886 html documents. The movie reviews belong to 20 different genres. Graph 1 shows the number of movies belonging to each genre in the dataset as well as all the genre names. Table 4 gives the fraction of the movie reviews that are predicted to be positive and negative by WikiSent and the baseline bag-of-words model (expressed in percentage). Graph 3 shows the total number of movies released and the total number of movies predicted to be positive per year (as is present in the dataset).
Graph 3. Movie Popularity per Year in the Dataset

WikiSent Evaluation on the Gold Standard Data
The baseline for WikiSent has been taken as the bag-of-words model, in which all the terms in a review are considered relevant and classified with the help of a lexicon. The baseline accuracy Table 5 is adapted from [1] , in which the evaluation is done on the same dataset as ours, but with different sentiment lexicons. It also shows the performance of WikiSent using different sentiment lexicons. Table 6 shows the accuracy variation with € and Table 7 shows the accuracy variation with negation_bias. 
Discussions
Movie Trend Analysis
The movie review corpus contains most movies from the genres comedy, romance, thrill, drama, war, horror, action, crime and least number of movies from the genres west, sport, history, biography, sci-fi (in the descending order). This depicts a general trend in the movie-making of sticking to the most popular genres. It is observed that movies belonging to the categories musical, comedy, mystery, animation and news received the most number of positive reviews whereas movies belonging to the genres family, action, western, documentary and horror received the least number of positive reviews. This shows that there are a large number of movies from the comedy genre and in general these movies tend to do well; whereas the movies from the action and horror genres, despite having a large number of releases, do not fare very well. The movies from the genres musical and animation, generally have a good acceptance despite less number of releases.
The number of movies per year has grown exponentially with time as is observed from Graph 3. This also highlights the importance of movie review analysis in the socioeconomic aspect. It is seen that the number of movies as well as good movies have increased with time. The dip after the year 2000 may be attributed to the fact that the data collection process was only till 2002, so the reviews crawled after 2000 were less.
The number of negative reviews in the movie domain actually outweighs the number of positive reviews, to some extent (refer to Table 4 ). This shows that people are a bit skeptical in calling a movie good, despite the large number of movies that are being released. It is also seen that the baseline bag-of-words model, which tags a huge number of movie reviews as positive, is unable to catch this trend. This also shows the limitation of the baseline model which considers all words to be relevant, in analyzing movie reviews.
WikiSent Performance Analysis
It is observed that WikiSent performs the best with Inquirer (GI) among all the other lexicons used with it. It is interesting to find the huge accuracy leap from the baseline accuracy using Only SentiWordNet (61.89 and 62.89) and SentiWordNet + WikiSent (73.3) in Table 5 . This accuracy improvement is achieved through the deployment of extractive summarization using Wikipedia, by which the objective sentences are eliminated from the review before classification. However, using all the resources (3) together does not give the maximum accuracy.
As the value of € increases, fewer sentences are considered relevant due to which many informative sentences are left out. Higher value of € means a single sentence should have a large number of representatives from the Crew, MovieFeature lists, which is rare. Again, as € decreases more number of sentences are considered relevant which captures noise due to the inclusion of many insignificant sentences. Low value of € means the number of insignificant features from the Character, Plot lists outnumber those from the Crew, MovieFeature lists.
As negation_bias increases, negative expressions outweigh positive expressions and accuracy decreases. A low value of the negation_bias is unable to offset the inherent corpus bias of the positive expressions and accuracy falters.
WikiSent achieves a better accuracy than most of the existing unsupervised and semisupervised systems, as is evident from Table 8 . Its performance is comparable to SO-Cal Full [1] , Recursive Auto Encoders (RAE) [30] and Tree-CRF [31] . The accuracy difference of WikiSent with these systems is not statistically signficant. The SO-Calculator does not use any document label like WikiSent, whereas the Tree-CRF is supervised and RAE [30] reports a 10-fold cross-validation. It is notable that WikiSent is able to perform better or at par with the semi-supervised systems, which use partial document labels, without using any labeled training data.
WikiSent Drawbacks
One of the biggest drawbacks of the system is that we do not perform co-reference resolution due to which valuable information is lost. Thus any sentence having a feature anaphorically referring to a relevant feature in the previous sentence will be ignored, due to which significant sentences may be rejected. We do not perform word-sense disambiguation 7 , in this work. Since we consider only the first sense of the word (which is not always the best sense according to the context) we miss out on the actual sense of a word and its proper polarity in many cases [36] . For example, we use a simple lexicon which does not distinguish between the various meanings of the same word, like 'bank' in the sense of 'relying' which is a positive term and 'bank' in the sense of a 'river bank' which is objective. Furthermore the lexicon, that we use, has a low coverage. If a more specialized lexicon had been used, like SO-CAL [1] , more accuracy improvement would have been possible. Inquirer suffers from a low coverage since it is manually hand-tagged. Thus many of the polarity-bearing words are absent in it. Though SentiWordNet has a large coverage, it is biased towards positive and objective terms and classifies less number of words as negative.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we proposed a weakly supervised approach to sentiment classification of movie reviews. The polarity of the review was determined by filtering out irrelevant objective text from relevant subjective opinions about the movie in focus. The relevant opinionated text extraction was done using Wikipedia.
We showed that the incorporation of world knowledge through Wikipedia, to filter out irrelevant objective text, can significantly improve accuracy in sentiment classification. Our approach differs from other existing approaches to sentiment classification using Wikipedia in the fact that WikiSent does not require any labeled data for training. Weak supervision comes from the usage of resources like WordNet, POS-Tagger and Sentiment Lexicons. This work is different in the way it creates an extractive opinionated summary of the movie using the sectional information from Wikipedia and then uses a lexicon to find its polarity. The work extensively analyzes the significance of the various aspect specific features in movie reviews that are relevant to sentiment analysis and harnesses this information using Wikipedia. We define an acceptance factor for each sentence in the review based on which it should be included in the extract or not. In the final stage, we use a simple sentiment lexicon to classify the words in the extract to find the final polarity (positive or negative) of the review.
WikiSent has a number of parameters which have been simplistically set in the absence of any label information. In case the polarity information is used, the parameters can be set robustly (the semi-supervised learning method describes this aspect) which may further increase accuracy. The system suffers from the lack of handling anaphora resolution and word sense disambiguation. Usage of a simple lexicon at the final stage for polarity calculation also mars its accuracy. Addressing these concerns, significant performance improvement may be possible.
Nevertheless, we showed that WikiSent attains a better or comparable accuracy to all the existing unsupervised and semi-supervised systems in the domain on the same dataset, without using any labeled data for training. Furthermore, we also do a general analysis of the movie domain using WikiSent (based on the genre, year of release and movie review polarity) to show the general trends persisting in movie-making as well as public acceptance of the movie.
